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Are all killers spawned from abuse? Some are... After a lifetime of surviving the most horrific

abuse imaginable, Eleanor Griffin finds herself slipping deeper into her own personal Hell, until

the lines of reality begin to blur, and Elle, her alternate personality, emerges. And Elle is out for

blood.Fueled by murder, rage, and vengeance, Elle cuts a swath through the men responsible

for her torment. But she doesn’t stop there. For there are far too many sadistic monsters

walking the earth, and Elle intends to destroy them—Elle Unleashed.*****Warning***** Abuse

triggers. Purchase with caution.
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face swam in Elenore’s vision.“How much?” he rasped, ducking his head enough to see her

from the lowered passenger side window of his car.“Forty dollars.” The voice coming from

Elenore felt foreign to her, as if it belonged to someone else. And she realized that, in a sense,

it did.Somewhere deep inside, Elenore was aware that Elle attempted to emerge. She wasn’t

sure how she knew; she only knew that she did.Waylon glanced up and down the street she

stood on. “Get in.”This is it, Elenore thought, opening the door and climbing inside.And then his

smell hit her. She remembered it invading her senses the night he’d grabbed a handful of her

hair in the theater parking lot… The night he’d shot Evan.“You got a particular place in mind?”

Waylon put the car in drive and pulled away from the curb. “If not, I have somewhere.”Elenore

couldn’t seem to speak now that she found herself in the enclosed vehicle with him.Her insides

began to shake, and her vision grew tunneled. She shook her head, unable to do little

else.Turning to stare out the window, she watched the lights of the city grow smaller in the

distance.Her body grew colder the longer she sat there, the sound of Waylon’s voice swimming

around in her oddly unresponsive mind.“So, sweetheart, you got a name?” she heard him ask,

his question registering somewhere in the depths of her psyche.Her vision tunneled even

more, to the point where she could no longer see him in her peripheral.And just like that, her

body slid lower in the seat, relaxing to a strange euphoria.She ran her palm along the side of

the small handbag she held, loving the feel of the pistol beneath her fingertips, and then slowly

cranked her head in his direction.“I am Elle…”His right hand released the wheel to slip across

the car and caress her arm. “I like that name.”Elle’s gaze lowered to his stroking fingers. She

reached into her small handbag, pulling the gun free with calculated movements.Without

missing a beat, she stated in a deadly soft tone, “Take a right at the next intersection.”Waylon’s

fingers stilled. He glanced nervously at the gun aimed in his direction, then swung his now



terrified gaze back to the road. “W-what are you doing?”She felt a modicum of satisfaction at

his nervous-sounding tone. “Just drive.”“If it’s money you want, I don’t have much. But you’re

welcome to whatever is in my wallet.”Elle watched his Adam’s apple bob up and down. She

was more than a little content in the knowledge that Elenore had slipped completely into the

background at this point, giving Elle full control. “Do you believe in karma, Mr. Redding?”“How

do you know my name?” His hand moved back to grip the wheel.“I know lots of things,” Elle

answered in a singsong voice. “Like the fact that you prefer young girls. You even raped one no

more than fifteen years old. You also hurt the prostitutes unfortunate enough to climb into your

car.”The vehicle came to a stop at the intersection. “Why are you doing this?” He chanced a

quick look in her direction.She lifted the gun higher. “Take a right.”He hesitated for a moment

and then did as she demanded. “If you’re looking to rob someone, you picked the wrong

person. Like I said before, I don’t have much money.”Elle narrowed her eyes. “You think it’s

money I’m after? That’s what you do, Waylon. You rob people at gunpoint.”He didn’t speak

again for several minutes. And then, “Whatever it is you’re planning to do, you won’t get away

with it.”Elle ignored his attempt to get inside her head. “Turn left onto that clay road up

ahead.”“Please,” he whispered, slowing the vehicle to make the turn.His plea fell on deaf ears.

Elle possessed zero sympathy. And even if she did, she certainly wouldn’t waste an ounce of it

on the likes of Waylon Redding.The headlights suddenly flashed across the dark waters of the

swamp in the distance, sending Waylon’s already bobbing Adam’s apple into overdrive. “P-

please lady. Whatever—”“Shut up,” Elle bit out, releasing the safety and pulling the hammer

back on the gun, “or I’ll paint this car’s interior with your brains. Now stop right here and get out.

Slowly.”He came to a stop and put the car in park. His hands shook so much, it took three

attempts to open his door.Elle got out as well, her pistol steadily pointed in his direction. “Step

around in front of the car.”“Please don’t do this,” he begged, inching toward the beam of the

headlights with his hands held out in front of him.She ignored him. “Get down on your

knees.”He began to beg in earnest, his disgusting voice swimming around inside Elle’s

head.Flashes from the night in the movie theater parking lot suddenly lit behind Elle’s eyes in

haunting clarity. The fear Elenore had experienced at Waylon’s hands. Evan’s heroic attempt to

protect her. The explosions. The bullets ripping through Evan’s body. Elenore’s endless

screams…“On your knees!” Elle shouted, her mind replaying Elenore’s screams, over and

over.Elle saw the instant acceptance entered Waylon’s eyes. He understood in that moment

that he wouldn’t make it out of there alive.He dropped heavily to his knees in front of her.“Look

at me,” Elle demanded, taking a step toward him. “I want my face to be the last thing you

see.”She waited for him to lift his terrified gaze to her own. “This is for Evan.” She pulled the

trigger, the sound of the explosion matched only by the bullet slamming into his chest.His body

jerked back in shock but remained upright.She pulled the hammer back once more, bringing

the barrel in line with his forehead. “And this is for all the young girls you’ve defiled and left

scarred for life.”Another explosive sound ricocheted off the surrounding trees. Waylon’s head

flew back, and his body toppled over backward.Elle moved to stand over him, satisfied at the

gaping hole in his skull.She calmly replaced the pistol in her small shoulder bag and set out to

remove Waylon’s clothes. Just as she’d seen Evan do with Elijah, she would burn the clothes

and drag the body to the water’s edge for the gators to dine on.Waylon Redding would be no

more than a memory before the sun came up the following morning.Chapter TwoElle drove

Waylon Redding’s car back to town in a daze.She had killed again.Not that she felt remorse for

taking Waylon’s life. She didn’t. He deserved to die. Same as the others did…Somewhere deep

inside, Elle knew that Elenore would feel horrified at what she’d done. Only, Elenore hadn’t

been responsible. Elle had. And Elle would see to it that Elenore never felt the sting of regret



again. Ever.Arriving back in town, Elle pulled into a back alley a few streets over from where

she’d left Evan’s car.She quickly checked her surroundings for signs of life. Satisfied at being

alone, she parked, wiped her fingerprints free from Waylon’s car, and quietly made her way out

of the opposite end of the alley, the end where cameras were sure not to be present.Moving as

casually as possible, she walked a good three blocks in the opposite direction from where

Waylon had originally picked her up.The streets were abuzz with people entering and exiting

shops when Elle stepped onto the sidewalk.She adjusted her shoulder bag and calmly strode

south amidst the crowd.Evan’s car came into view approximately ten minutes later. She dug out

the keys from her small shoulder bag, unlocked the door, and climbed inside.The air

conditioner came on with a flourish as she inserted the key and started the engine.And then,

the sound of sirens reached her ears.Elle’s fingers locked onto the wheel in a white-knuckled

grip. Her heart began to pound, and her palms grew sweaty. Had someone heard the shots and

witnessed her dragging Waylon into that swamp?Her right hand slipped off the wheel the

closer the sirens got, until she found her fingers wrapped around that gun once more.What

was she planning to do, shoot her way to freedom?A vision of Evan skated through her

mind.Elle released the gun as if burned. She would never harm an innocent. No matter what

the circumstances.Flashing lights suddenly appeared up ahead. Elle held her breath, half

expecting the patrol car to slide to a stop and open fire on her. But it flew on by.Exhaling a

shaky sigh of relief, she put the car in drive and pulled out into the steady stream of traffic. She

would be home and in the safety of her room in less than fifteen minutes.* * * *Elle rapped her

knuckles on Ida Mae’s back door.“Who’s there?” the elderly neighbor called out in a low

tone.“It’s Elle.”The door slowly opened to reveal a disheveled-looking Ida Mae. Her gaze swept

over Elle before she stepped back to permit her entrance. “Sarah’s asleep.”Elle wasn’t sure

how to react to the woman’s knowing stare. In fact, she wasn’t certain why she’d run to the

elderly woman’s house the second she exited the car to begin with.Ida Mae pulled out a chair

from the kitchen table. “Here, have a seat, girl.”It took a moment for Elle to realize that her

hands shook, and that Ida Mae obviously noticed it as well.Elle dropped heavily into the chair

she’d been offered and glanced up into the concerned eyes of Ida. “It’s done.”Something akin

to satisfaction flashed in Ida’s eyes. She tugged another chair free and sat facing Elle. “You’re

trembling. Are you okay?”Elle licked her lips, glanced down at her hands, and then met the

neighbor’s gaze once again. “It was easier than I thought it would be.”Ida watched her closely.

“Did you dispose of the body properly? The last thing we need is for his remains to be

discovered.”Elle thought about the gators fighting over Waylon’s carcass. “There’s nothing left

of his body to discover.”Other than a slight head tilt, Ida Mae didn’t acknowledge that

revelation.“Well,” Ida began, pushing to her feet. “He can never hurt anyone else again. You did

the right thing, Elenore.”“It’s Elle, please. My name’s Elle.”Ida Mae squinted back at her for long

moments. “Okay then, Elle. Why don’t you stay here tonight? I’d feel better if you weren’t alone.

That couldn’t have been an easy thing to do, killin’ a man.”Elle wondered if Ida Mae would be

so gracious if she knew how many deaths she was truly responsible for. “Why are you really

helping me?”Turning away, Ida shuffled over to a cabinet and took out a bottle of whiskey along

with two glasses. She poured them both a drink and returned to her previous seat at the

table.“Drink this. It’ll help with the nerves.” She handed Elle a glass and then downed her own

drink.Elle took a hesitant sip, cringing at the strong flavor and the burn of it sliding down her

throat.“Finish it,” Ida ordered, nodding toward the nasty-tasting concoction.Holding her breath,

Elle turned up the whiskey and downed it in one fell swoop. It took everything she had to

suppress the shudder now threatening.Ida poured her another. “Now sip on that one.”When

Elle simply sat there expectantly, Ida blew out a haggard-sounding breath. “You want to know



why I helped you? Because I know his kind. Parasites like him who prey on the innocent, who

hurt children and abuse their women. They walk around sucking up oxygen. Our prisons are

full of them. And do you know who has to feed them? We do. Our tax dollars.”Rising to her feet,

Ida untied the sash on her robe, presented her back to Elle, and tugged down the strap of her

nightgown. “We’re not so different, you and me.”Elle’s gaze zeroed in on Ida Mae’s pale, fragile-

looking shoulder, and her stomach lurched. There, barely visible beneath the aging, loose skin

were dozens of thin, white scars.Too stunned to speak, Elle could only sit there, unable to look

away from the evidence of what could only be described as numerous beatings.“How…” Elle

began, only to swallow and try again. “How did you know?”“That you’d suffered the same fate?”

Ida righted her robe and returned to her seat. “Evan told me. But I would have recognized the

signs on my own.”Had Evan told Ida about Elijah’s death? Elle opened her mouth to ask when

Ida’s next words stopped her.“Your daddy deserves to be locked up for what he did to you.”Elle

wanted to tell her that Elijah got exactly what he deserved, but she held her tongue. If Evan

had wanted the elderly woman to know, he would have confided in her.“Who did that to you?”

Elle questioned in a soft voice, the whiskey beginning to still her trembling.Ida’s gaze grew

distant. “My stepfather. He beat me from the time I could walk until I eloped at seventeen years

old. I left the state and never looked back.”Elle took another long pull of her drink. “What

happened to him?”Ida shrugged. “Last I heard, he and Mama divorced, and he ran off with a

woman with four kids. God knows what kind of Hell they lived through.”“He’s still alive?”Ida Mae

leaned back in her chair with a laugh. “I doubt that. I’m pushing eighty. He’d be over a hundred

years old now.”Embarrassed by her question, Elle shifted her gaze to the remaining whiskey in

her glass.Seconds ticked by when Ida Mae laid her bony hand over the top of Elle’s. “Go on to

bed, girl. You look like you could use some sleep.”Elle finished off her drink and got to her feet.

She carried the glass to the sink, washed it, and placed it in the dish strainer.Unsure of what to

do next, she sent Ida Mae a hesitant nod and quickly fled to the guestroom to climb into bed

with Sarah.Chapter ThreeEvan raised the head of his hospital bed and studied the strange

look in Elenore’s eyes. She’d brought Sarah to the hospital for a visit and now stood near the

foot of the bed, holding the little girl’s hand.Clearing his throat, Evan asked, “Is the temperature

dropping any? It should start getting cold in a week or two.”Elenore shook her head. “Not yet.

But Sarah will need some warm clothes. Especially since it snows in Atlanta.”Something in

Elenore’s voice sounded off.Evan reached across to his bedside table and extracted a credit

card from his wallet.He extended it toward Elenore. “Would you mind picking her up some

things? Get yourself some warm clothes as well.”Elenore accepted the card. “I’ll buy Sarah’s

with this, but I can get my own. I have some money still in my account.”Evan held her gaze,

knowing full well that she had less than a thousand dollars in that account. “You’re my wife,

Elenore. Please use the card.”She nodded and looked away.Something strange was going on

with Elenore and not the usual strangeness she normally exuded. Evan could see it as plain as

the nose on her face.He made a mental note to go online when she left and move a large sum

of money to her account. Maybe that would make her feel more at ease about buying herself

the things she needed.“If you get a chance,” Evan continued when the silence grew

uncomfortable, “stop by the driver’s license office today and have your license updated. We can

take care of your social security card online. Your passport should be arriving by mail, any day

now.”“My passport?”Evan nodded. “You remember, we applied for it when we went to the

courthouse to get married.”“Okay. I had forgotten.”Sarah let go of Elenore’s hand and

approached the bed. “Are you coming home soon, Daddy?”It still blew Evan’s mind that Sarah

was truly his daughter. And she’d grown more at ease with him as time went by. “Actually, I am,

sweetheart. I’m starting to regain strength in my right leg. The other one still needs some work,



but the nurse said I can borrow a wheelchair to use until I’m stronger.”“Really?” She took a step

closer.“Wanna see what I can do now?”At Sarah’s nod, Evan eased his foot out from under the

sheets and wriggled his toes.Elenore inched toward the bed as well. “Does it hurt much?”Not

wanting to worry her, Evan shook his head. “It’s not too bad. And the good news is I’ve been

experiencing some tingling sensations in my other foot as well. The doctor says it’s a good

sign, and that it means the nerves are trying to heal. My chances of walking again are looking

more promising by the day.”Was that relief he saw in Elenore’s crystal-blue gaze? “Hopefully, I’ll

get to come home in a couple weeks.”“I— We— Sarah and I would like that.”Evan’s heartbeat

accelerated. Elenore wanted him home. “I’d like that too. More than you know.”When silence fell

once again, Evan attempted to lighten the mood. “Besides, the food here is so bad, stray

animals wouldn’t eat it. In fact, I have it on good authority that the strays avoid the alley behind

the hospital like the plague.”Elenore’s lips twitched.And just like that, Evan was once more

swept away by her beauty.Only… Elenore didn’t wear makeup.Evan’s gaze flew back to her

eyes—eyes so like Elenore’s… Only different. Eyes he’d witnessed before, in that dirt room,

beneath the Griffins’ barn. Eyes that belonged to… Elle.More than a little worried by the

appearance of Elle after so much time had passed, Evan flicked his gaze to Sarah, standing

innocently next to his bed.“I would never let anything happen to her,” Elle softly stated,

obviously reading his thoughts. “Ever.”“Elle?”Chapter FourElle recognized the uncertainty in

Evan’s eyes. If she allowed him to believe her to be Elle, worry and insecurities would eat away

at him like a cancer.No, she couldn’t let that happen.She tilted her head to the side as if

confused by his question.He watched her for a moment longer and then switched his attention

back to Sarah. “So, school starts back tomorrow. Are you excited?”“Yes,” Sarah admitted in an

upbeat voice. “I can’t wait to see my friends and play on the swings at the playground.”Elle had

forgotten about school starting back so soon. She would need to get Sarah’s things together for

the early morning commute.She stepped forward and took the child by the hand. “We better get

going if we’re planning on shopping. The stores will be crowded soon.”Sarah kissed Evan

goodbye and headed to the door.Elle followed close behind. She turned to look at Evan over

her shoulder. “I’ll check on you tomorrow.”He sent her a small smile. “I look forward to it.”“Hey,

wait,” he called before they made it to the hall.Elle faced him, her hand resting on the knob of

his door. “Yes?”“Any word from Detective Rogers?”Elle’s heart began to pound. She forced her

expression to remain as passive as she could manage, though she felt anything but. “No.

Nothing.”Evan nodded. “I’m sure he’ll find something soon.”Elle hoped not. “Me too. See you

tomorrow.” And with that, she left.* * * *Shopping for a four-year-old had proved harder than

Elle thought it would be. Every outfit had to be tried on, as well as the shoes. She also

purchased a new backpack for Sarah and what school supplies she could remember from the

list hanging on the fridge.Once Sarah’s needs had been taken care of, Elle entered another

store with the now sleepy child in tow.“This won’t take long,” Elle assured her, holding tightly to

her little hand. “Then we can grab a bite to eat and go home for a nap.”Sarah’s answer was to

rub her nose against Elle’s hand, a sign that she was wearing down quickly.Elle meandered

over to the women’s section, her gaze touching on the beautiful clothes hanging there. The sort

of clothes that Elenore had never been allowed to wear.Inching closer, Elle ran her fingertips

along the fabric of several beautiful blouses. Yet, her gaze continued to stray to the black

ones.She took one down, noticing the shoulder area missing, which would leave her shoulders

bare. She put the top back.Thirty minutes and an armful of clothing later, Elle and Sarah

carried their bags to Evan’s car. She strapped the child into her car seat and climbed behind

the wheel.Looking in the rearview mirror, she met Sarah’s gaze. “Where would you like to

eat?”The little girl yawned and murmured something about a burger and fries.Elle started the



car and drove to the nearest drive-thru. She nervously stopped at the large menu situated to

her left and mimicked what she’d seen Evan do.“Go ahead with your order,” a voice prompted

from a speaker on the sign.Scanning the long list of items on the board, Elle ordered two

burgers, two orders of fries, and a couple of drinks. Soda for her and milk for Sarah.“Pull up to

the second window, please.”After paying for their meals, Elle accepted the food and passed

Sarah’s over the seat.She grinned at the child instantly stuffing a couple of fries into her

mouth.Elle ate her food on the drive home. That burger had to be the best thing she’d ever

tasted. There was something very satisfying in the knowledge that she could give Elenore

some small taste of the world she’d never been able to experience.Elle arrived home

approximately fifteen minutes later. She parked the car near the kitchen door and carefully

lifted the now sleeping Sarah from her car seat.Carrying her inside, Elle gingerly placed her in

the center of her bed and trailed back outside to retrieve the bags from their shopping trip.Once

she put all Sarah’s clothes away, she took her own items to her bedroom and hung them in the

closet. It was time to box up Evan’s grandmother’s things.Elle had been putting off the chore for

months, not wanting to do anything to cause Evan grief. But on more than one occasion he’d

mentioned donating his grandmother’s clothing to those in need. And that’s exactly what Elle

intended to do.She would have the closet cleared out before Evan came home from the

hospital.Chapter FiveElle held tightly to Sarah’s hand on their short walk to school the following

morning, listening to the little girl’s bubbling excitement about her first day back.Though the

weather was still slightly warm, there was definitely a noticeable temperature drop.Elle held a

small sweater in her hand, deciding to bring it along in case Sarah needed it.She’d also

brought along her shoulder bag containing the small handgun. It made her feel safe. But most

importantly, it assured her of Sarah’s safety. Elle had seen far too many muggings on the news

not to take the threats seriously.The school came into view a few minutes later. The two of

them stepped up on the sidewalk in front of the entrance, behind a line of children being

ushered inside.“Hello, Mrs. Ramirez,” Sarah’s former pre-K teacher greeted from a few feet

away.It took Elle a moment to realize the woman spoke to her. She wasn’t sure if she’d ever

grow accustomed to being referred to as Mrs. Ramirez.Unsure of how to properly respond, Elle

attempted a smile that felt fake, even to her. “Hi, Mrs. Bartlett.”The teacher waded through the

throng of excited students, stopping at Sarah’s side. She touched the child on the head. “Good

morning, Sarah. Are you excited about being in kindergarten this year?”Sarah’s eyes shone

with adoration. “I can’t wait.”The bell suddenly rang. Mrs. Bartlett lifted her smiling face to Elle.

“Do you know where her room is?”“We didn’t make it to orientation, but her teacher is Mrs.

Davidson,” Elle answered, attempting to be heard over the noises around her.The pre-K

teacher took hold of Sarah’s free hand. “Well, with your poor husband being hospitalized, it’s no

wonder. Come on, I’ll show you where her class is.”Apparently everyone had heard about Evan

being shot.Elle simply nodded, allowing Mrs. Bartlett to guide them through the crowd and into

the school.They trailed down the long hallway, coming to a stop in front of a decorative door

with the teacher’s name written in crayon across its center.The first thing Elle noticed upon

entering was a dark-haired woman not much older than herself, standing in the center of the

room, speaking to at least a dozen children.“Mrs. Davidson,” the pre-K teacher announced,

sidling up beside her. “This is Sarah Ramirez and her mother, Elenore.”“Hello there.” Mrs.

Davidson extended her hand. “It’s nice to meet you.”Elle awkwardly accepted her outstretched

palm. “You too.”After explaining the routine to Sarah and Elle, Mrs. Davidson led Sarah over to

a desk with her name on it.Elle followed, conveying to Sarah that she would be back at two

thirty to walk her home from school.Sarah nodded her understanding, her attention already on

a group of kids now gathering near some brightly painted cubby holes. And just like that, Sarah



forgot that Elle existed.Elle almost smiled. Almost. She ventured back to the hall and made her

way outside, when her gaze landed on a gray van parked along the sidewalk.She could see a

man sitting in the driver’s seat, staring intently at the school. It was Bill.Her insides turned cold.

Sarah was in that school.Elle’s heart began to pound the longer he remained there,

unmoving.An image of Bill looming above her flashed through Elle’s mind until her breathing

became choppy, and panic took control.She gripped the bag hanging across her shoulder and

forced her feet in the direction of that van.The closer she got, the more the memories

tormented her. Bill’s sneering face, his unrelenting fists.Her fingers slipped inside the shoulder

bag to wrap around the hilt of that gun.The driver’s side door abruptly opened to reveal an

elderly man sitting in a wheelchair.“Thank you for coming back, Mr. Nelson,” a woman’s voice

called out from behind Elle.The gentleman in the van smiled at someone over Elle’s shoulder

and produced a pink backpack. “I would forget my head if it wasn’t attached to my

shoulders.”Just then, a little girl ran past Elle, snatched up the backpack, and hurried back

toward the school entrance.“It’s okay, Mr. Nelson,” the woman responded, laughter evident in

her voice. “The first day of school is hectic for a lot of people. We’ll see you this afternoon.”Elle

released her grip on the hilt of her pistol, unable to take her gaze off the elderly man sitting in a

wheelchair in that van.
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Sally, “I held my breath throughout the book. From book one, we knew who the killer was and

why the bodies were stacking up. From book two we knew that Ellenor/Elle was trying to live a

normal life, if the police and FBI would leave them alone. And now that Elle was unleashed

and becoming something that she had no control over, her husband would understand but

wouldn't accept her actions. Elle had to leave the one and only person she loved most in the

world, Sarah, Evan's daughter which Elle felt was she's to protect and safe,as a mother would.

Damaged and broken beyond repair, Elle had to leave. Elle had to make sure Evan and Sarah

were not caught in the fallout from her actions. Every detail was planned. Elle had said her

goodbyes. She was ready to go to the airport and fly out of the country. Now I was reading

faster and turning those pages as fast as I could on my Kindle. I was holding my breath.

There was a delay in her flight.  Would Elle continue to  be unleashed?”

Buzy_reading, “Vigilante work. Elenore continues to hurt inside. Only vague memories of

things she’d rather forget, things that shouldn’t happen to people remain inside her mind. Elle

will do anything to protect Elenore. Elenore is lucky to have her as her protector as her life was

forever altered by her fathers actions.While Elenore is no longer subjected to the abuse

administered by her father the nightmare of it will stay with her for the rest of her life. With Elle
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inside her mind she was able to exact retribution on the evil fiends who hurt

her.Overall:Considering it’s a vigilante unorthodox way to handle these situations it certainly

crosses the lines into a grey area. I can’t help but root for Elle. I like the work she is doing. I

can’t say whether it’s wrong or not, considering the individuals that are being targeted. For that

I can appreciate the work she is doing for the protection of children.It’s obvious Ditter did her

research. The amount of information pouring out of these chapters was extremely detailed.The

writing is superb. All three books were equally as good. This concludes the series. I gotta say it

ended well. I got the closure I needed.”

Serena B, “Great story \ Great read !!!. This book was a very thrilling addition to the ELLE

Series !!! I was super excited to read about Elle's latest journey.In this book , we pick right up

where the last book ended !!! Poor Dectictive.....As Elle is dealing with the aftermath of Evan

being shot , and taking care of her step daughter, she is bombarded by overwhelming feelings

of protecting those she loves , and keeping them out of harms way . By any means necessary.

And along her journey, she finds a friend .I am happy that she is not so alone now !!!Great

addition to this series !!!!Anxious for the next !!”

Greencat, “Favorite Elle Book!. Elle Unleashed is the third book of the Elle series from Ditter

Kellen and I have to say that Ms. Kellen’s writing just keeps getting better and better. You have

to remember that psychological thrillers are not “happily ever after” stories. Having said that,

this book grabs you from the first page and never lets go. It keeps you on the edge of your seat

and stressed out to the end. I personally think Elle Unleashed is the best story out of all 3

books. For the readers of Ms. Kellen who have been waiting for this book........be

prepared.........”

Dee, “Elle. The 3rd book of Elle and hopefully not the last ! I loved them and have added Ditter

Kellen as one of my favorite authors .I stumbled onto Ditter Kellen's Elle series by accident

( Thanks Amazon). Be warned ,these books are books that you don't want to put down and the

ones that you don't want to end. They should be adult reading material. I promise you, start

with book one and you'll not stop until your done with book three and hoping there are more

books to follow.”

Dianne Donovan, “I Loved this Story!. Ditter Kellen is wonderful storyteller. She sucks you in

from the first sentence to the last. This is the third book in the series and it was just as good as

the first two books.If you are looking for a good series to read, I recommend this one.”

BELINDA, “Oh .I God. I read all three books,,,I wish there was a 4th one. Would love to know

how Even and Sara did after Elle left,, Very emotional book. Sad ,but happy about it all. A Must

read. I wish I could but the books and borrow them to friends to read. I would definitely

recommend this book to all”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Elle….. Thoroughly enjoyed this trilogy. Didn’t expect the ending. Wanted

a certain man a daughter to show up on Elle’s doorstep.I really got immersed into the split

personality. Very well written”

shirley whiteley, “Elle unleashed brilliant book. I am Ella a tridology read all 3 books best books

I have read for a long time could not put them down sad and brutal felt so sissy for her , I’m

sure there is enough left for 1 more book .”



Ebook Tops Reader, “fantastic read. No for the faint hearted, So heartbreaking. Great read.

New author for me and definitely one I will recommend. Thankyou for telling Elle’s/Eleanor’s

story.”

JSueM, “Most unsettling but kept me up all night. Despite the subject matter being hair curling

it is a very well told story.”

Zippy, “Gripping series. I really enjoyed this series of books. Elle unleashed is the icing on the

cake”

The book by Ditter Kellen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 357 people have provided feedback.
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